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WHO WE ARE

**Holding**

- German service providing holding of private investors
- Active in the renewable energy sector since 2008
- Active in wind, solar, biomass and hydro power
- 100 professionals with more than 25 years of experience in renewable energies, on 1000 MW of cumulated capacity
- Operation and Maintenance experience on more than 1,100 wind turbines, of approx. 90 different types
- Owners engineer & EPC for over 200 MW installed
- Built first multi-megawatt wind parks in Romania, Bulgaria and Azerbaijan

**Corporate Energies** company group provides all elements along the supply chain of renewable power production.

From green field planning to turnkey power plants, from operation’s management or technical optimization to concepts for the development of a national industry in emerging markets, all competences are concentrated in the company group.
BUSINESS STRUCTURE

PROJECTS
- Project Development
- Feasibility Studies
- Engineering & Procurement
- Construction

OPERATIONS
- Technical Management
- Commercial Management
- Technical Services & Optimization
- Energy & Certificate Trading

FINANCE
- Financing
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Investments & Products
- Asset Management

INDUSTRY
- Concept Development
- Technology Transfer
- Training
- Manufacturing

Corporate Energies – Company Presentation 2015
Corporate Energies is operating with its clean energy activities in established and emerging markets worldwide.

**Headquarters:**
Germany – Berlin

**Branches:**
Romania – Constanta
Bulgaria – Varna
Azerbaijan – Baku
France - Amiens
Italy – Cagliari
North America – Ontario
Philippines – Manila
Latvia - Balvi
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Examples of Projects in Asia

Azerbaijan 48 WM Wind Shurabad
Iran Wind Industry Zahedan
Philippines 25 WM Wind Aklan
Russia 51 MW Wind Kalmykia
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CHALLENGES FOR FINANCE

First

Second

Third
Alliance for renewable energy companies.

Corporate Energies

Düsseldorfer Straße 32a
10707 Berlin - Germany

Phone: +49 (0)30 8639028-19
Fax: +49 (0)30 8639028-10
Email: info@corporate-energies.com
Web: corporate-energies.com